
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a director strategic operations.
If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for director strategic operations

Motivating team member to be leaders
Directs the team in establishing and maintaining strategic business
relationships with key vendors that meet the needs of corporate objectives,
quality, regulatory requirements, and financial responsibility
Exhibit strong communication, collaboration and conflict management skills
to establish and maintain relationships with vendors’ senior management
team in order to facilitate decision making, action and execution
Solve abstract problems across functional areas of the business
Identify, recommend and implement global programs and/or systems to
improve overall quality and/or results in cost savings for the company
Monitor and control labor and capital expenditures associated with activities
at vendors
Conduct quarterly business review meetings with vendors
Provide advice and counsel to IMSC functional lines in identifying strategic
and operational issues, developing proposals, outlining solutions, and
negotiating time commitments and resources
Lead the listed teams, including evolving organization structure and day to
day leadership
Relentless focus on developing talent and creating an environment where
people can grow their career

Qualifications for director strategic operations

Example of Director Strategic Operations Job
Description
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Experience analyzing talent review information and providing talent and
performance analytics and KPIs
Oversees process and reporting for field medical activities/initiatives (e.g.,
field insights reports, KPIs, Quarterly MIR reports, Field Coaching reports,
team performance dashboards)
Oversees/coordinates training on IT resources, including CRM, content
library, Sharepoint, KOL Analytics, LMS, and other company related IT
resources
Extensive knowledge of lean methodologies and concepts
Demonstrated ability to interpret 3rd party payer contract requirements and
recommend, design and implement procedures for compliance with
regulations and standards
Excellent e2e understanding of textile and Footwear Supply Chain topics –
incl


